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Seismic wave velocity and porosity are used for the estimation of dynamic behaviors in the Earth, including seis-
micity and liquefaction. To increase the resolution of subsurface observations, seismicwave velocity and porosity
can be combined in a compound method. To this end, in this paper, we utilize and rearrange the Wood,
Gassmann, and Fotimethods— three techniques commonly used to estimate porosity based on seismic wave ve-
locity at shallow depths. Seismicwave velocity is obtained by a field velocity probe using the horizontal transmis-
sion technique. Porosity calculated using the Gassmann method shows the highest reliability considering
observed porosity criteria. The sensitivities of each method are compared using the error norm. Results show
that the Gassmann method has low sensitivity for calculating porosity, whereas the Wood and Foti methods
have high sensitivity. Consequently, the Gassmann method is recommended for estimating porosity at shallow
depths when using measured elastic wave velocity.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The dynamic stresses associated with faulting cause seismicity and
liquefaction deepwithin the Earth, which can often result in substantial
damage at the surface. Observing changes in fault characteristics and
behavior is necessary in order to monitor dynamic stress regimes and
thus take measures to protect surface infrastructure. Seismic wave ve-
locity has beenwidely applied to the investigation of subsurface geology
and to improving our general understanding of fault behavior. For ex-
ample, Zhang et al. (2009) documented the gathering of seismic data
and receiver function imagery in order to define large-scale crustal
structures, and Zang et al. (2009) used compressional and shear wave
velocities to investigate plate tectonic processes involved in continental
extension. Xu et al. (2010) and Sanchez-Valle et al. (2011) used similar
seismic techniques to observe small-scale (local) geological phenome-
na, and Stroup et al. (2009) used porosity and permeability as indices
for predicting microearthquakes on the basis of a one-dimensional
poroelastic model. Porosity is considered in this study because it is
one of the essential parameters that controls the compressibility, rela-
tive density, and natural state of soil.

The resolution achieved in estimating certain geological characteris-
tics of the Earth may be improved by analyzing seismic wave velocity
and porosity together. Several researchers have attempted to determine
the porosity of particular soil types based on the theory of wave propa-
gation, albeit with several assumptions (e.g., Foti et al. 2002; Yoon and
Lee, 2010). Consideration of wave-based porosity has great potential
for improving the resolution of subsurface observations. This paper

focuses on several methods for deducing the porosity of soil by consid-
ering seismic wave velocity. The basic theories illustrating the relation-
ship between seismic wave velocity and porosity are discussed, and an
experimentalmethod for obtaining seismic wave velocity is introduced.
Finally, the reliability of each theory is discussed on the basis of the error
norm technique. Laboratory testing of samples at shallow depths (ap-
proximately 0 – 20 m) is performed as a consolidation test to obtain
highly reliable porosity measurements that are compared against our
experimental data.

1.1. Seismic wave velocity and porosity

The threemethods discussed in this study to obtain porosity through
analysis of the seismic wave velocity are the Wood method, the
Gassmann method, and the Foti method. Details regarding these
methods are provided below.

2. Wood method

A fluid-saturated medium is affected by internal stress, generated
fluid behavior, and external stress imposed by overburden load. Early
work by Biot (1956a,b) suggested that seismic waves may propagate
in porous elastic media that contain compressible viscous fluid. The re-
lationship between stresses and strains caused by wave propagation is
controlled by the compressibility, pore-water content and pressure, po-
rosity, and elastic moduli (bulk, constrained, and shear moduli) of satu-
rated soil. This theory (Biot, 1956a,b) has been widely applied in
geophysics for analyzing seismic waves; however, an earlier study by
Wood (1949) proposed the theory of wave propagation, which results
in deformation of pore volume, pore-fluid volume, and solid volume
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(Salem, 2001). Expressions for these volume changes are reorganized
into compressibilities, that is, the reciprocals of elastic moduli, with
Wood (1949) stating that compressibility is related to the compression-
al wave and porosity as shown in Eq. (1). However, Wood (1949) rec-
ommends that the shear modulus should also be taken into account
for saturated media with various grain sizes. Thus, Eq. (2) is suggested:
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where, βf and βs denote the compressibilities of fluid and soil, respec-
tively. ρf and ρs represent the densities of fluid and soil, respectively.
VP, n, and G denote the compressional wave velocity, porosity, and
shearmodulus, respectively. Eq. (2) implies that the porosity of a medi-
um is related to compressional (P) wave and shear (S) wave seismic ve-
locities (VP and VS, respectively), given that the shear modulus is a

function of soil density and shear wave velocity (i.e., G = ρs × VS).
Eq. (2) can be rearranged to yield porosity, as shown in Eq. (3):
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3. Gassmannmethod

The work of Gassmann (1951), which is translated by Berryman
(1999), also investigated wave propagation by using bulk and shear
moduli in saturated isotropic porousmedia, with the additional consid-
eration of a monomineralic medium. This theory concerns a low-
frequency range of wave propagation, and the chemical interaction be-
tween porous media and fluid is assumed to be negligible. Gassmann
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Fig. 1. Location of testing site.

Table 1
Geotechnical properties of testing site.

Depth [m] Liquid limit, LL (%) Plastic limit, PL (%) Plasticity index, PI (%) Specific gravity, Gs USCS Compression index, Cc

16 36.4 24.5 11.9 2.61 ML 0.30
20 40.3 25.4 14.9 2.63 ML 0.19
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